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I N A RECENT ARTICLE, ~ a s c o '  argues that steep off- 
shore bathyrnetry and the resulting high wave energy, not 
the recent construction of seawalls, are responsible for 

narrowing beach widths at Sandbridge, Virginia. We believe 
that this conclusion is wrong and that the seawalls are entirely 
responsible for the degraded beaches at Sandbridge. If there 
were no walls, there would be no degradation or narrowing of 
the beach, no matter what the offshore conditions. 

There are several fundamental flaws in the reasoning 
behind lhis paper that make the conclusion unte~ble .  

1) The paper fails to recognize Ule fact that any beach 
retreating toward a fixed object will narrow. whether the fixed 
object is a highway, scawall or hotel is irrelevant. In contrast, 
during natural beach retreat, the beach changes its position in 
space but it does not necessarily narrow. Assateague Island, 
Maryland, for example, has migrated landwardseveral hundred 
meters over the last 60 years but the beach remains wide 
because no structures exist that prevent the beach's retreat. If a 
seawall were placed on Assateague Island today, the beach 
would disappear within a few years. Beach narrowing caused 
by shoreline retreat toward a seawall is passive beach degrada- 
tion as defined by Pilkey and Wright2. The phenomenon is also 
noted by Tait and Griggs3, who state that "Where long-term 
retreat is taking place, as is the case on many Atlantic and Gulf 
coast barrier islands, and this process cannot be mitigated, then 
the beaches in front of seawalls in these locations will evenlu- 
ally disappear." 

2) The paper implicitly assumes that there isaninverse 
relationship between retreat rates and recreational beach width. 
But high shoreline retreat rates do not necessarily mean that a 
beach is narrow (Fig. 1). In fact, onlow-lying rapidly migrating 
bamers, beaches may compose nearly the entire width of the 
island. Masonboro Island, North Carolina, for example, is 
retreatingat over 5 mlyr, but still has wide beaches. The bamers 
along the South Carolina coast at Cape Romain are also reced- 
ing rapidly, yet wide beaches are the norm. 

3) The paper attempts to correlate wave energy wilh 
erosion rate, stating that higher wave energy at Sandbridgc is 

the cause of higher rales of shoreline recession. Were this 
corrclalion true, then all sandy beaches worldwide with high 
wave energy should be experiencing rapid recession. Obvi- 
ously, lhis is not the case, because other factors such as beach 
sand supply, grain size and underlying geology also play a role. 

4) The paper ignores the basic geologic setting of this 
section of the Virginia coast, without knowledge of which one 
cannot con~plelely explain retreat rate differences on adjacent 
shoreline reaches. For example, Virginia Beach is a mainland 
beach; Sandbridge is a barrier spit. Each has a different under- 
lying sedimenl type on the shoreface. Underlying geology (e.g. 
sand vs. mud vs. rock) will play a role in determining relative 
shoreline rclrcal rales. Sandbridge is also a primary source of 
sediment ror the local longshore sediment transport system, 
while northern Virginia Beach is a sink. 

5) The impropriety of comparing shoreline retreat 
ratesat Sandbridge to Virginia Beach iscompounded by the fact 
that the effect of beach replenisllment on the shoreline position 
and beach width at Virginia Beach is not considered. The paper 
states that over 10.6 million cubic yards ofsand has been placed 
on Virginia Beach since 1951. The impact of this sand on the 
shoreline retreat rate, or more importantly, on the beach width, 
is not documenled. This very large beach replenishment effort 
is probably the main reason for the wide beach at Virginia 
Beach compared to the seawalled portions of Sandbridge. In 
fact, Wright and others (1987) (the document from which Basco 
derives nearly all of the data and figures in this paper) state that 
the volumes eroded annually from both Virginia Beach and 
Sandbridge beaches are roughly equal (230,000 m3/yr). This 
volume approximately equals the replenishment volume that 
the, City places on the beach each year. The beach is wide at 
Virginia Beach because the City keeps it wide. 

The basic question at hand is: do seawalls degrade recre- 
ational bcachcs? Sandbridge, Virginia is a good example of 
beach management policies that led to serious beach degrada- 
tion in lcss than live years. Less confusion would occurand less 
heal would bc generated in this ongoing societal dialogue if 
rcscarchcrs would stop using the term "erosion" (a term with 
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Flg. 1. A (Above) A verllcal seawall In Sandbridge, Vlrginia bull1 In 1989 has no dry 
beach In front of It. This wall has degraded lhe beach by at least two means7: seawall 
placement and passive beach loss. (Photo taken 29 January 1992 at mid-Uda) Flg. 1. B. 
(Below) Thereisa wide beach south otthelast seawall in Sandbridge, because no walls 
are present to cause beach narrowing. (Photo taken 29 January 1992 at mid-tide.) 

many definitions) when referring lo seawall impact.. We arc as It1SIiERISNCILS 
guilty orthis as zlnyonc. I I  is I ; I~ more rlscI'uI lo socicly lo siniply 

I. I~;ISCO, 1). I<., 1001, I ~ O I I I I ~ : I I ~  co11~1iIio11.s : I I I ~  Io~~g-l t ! r~n sho~c l inc  c11:111gc 
judge how seawalls affect the recrcalional qualily o l  a bcilch. r;trcs for tllc soull~crn Virginia u~ast l ine ,  Shore mrdUeach, v. 59, no. 4, p. 
The beaches at Sandbridge have been severely degraded, aq 8-13. 
evidenced by the narrow non-existent high lide beaches and 2 Pilkey, 0. II., and Wright, 11. I,, 1988, Seawallsversus beaches,Jountnlof 

the difficult access to the beach (some uublic access ualhs end COayfdHesemclr~ Issue No. 49 P. 41-64. 

at the seawall with a 3.5 m verti'Ml to [he beaci). Where 3. .I'ail, J. E.. and ( ; r iasf  G. B., lw, Beach response 10 Ihc p a e n a :  of a 
seawall, ,Shore m d  Deach, v. 58, no. 2, p 11-28. 

assets such as beaches are cOnccrncd' 4. Wright, 1. I>., Kiln, Cl. S ,  Iiardaway, C: S., Kiml,all, S. K, and G m n ,  M.. 
matter how beach damage occurred- Ir O., 1987, Shorefaceand Beach Dynamics o f  thecoastal Region from Cape 

are consistently degraded in front of and lalerally away from I-Ienry to R l s e  a p e ,  Virginia: Virginia Institute of Marine Science 

seawalls as they most certainly are in Sandbridge, then Maine, Technica1 ilcportp I l G  P- 

Massachusetts, New Jersey, North Carolina and South Carolina 
have a good basis for banning or greally restricting them. 
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COASTAL FORUM 
Closure 

BY 
David R. Uasco 

Discussion by E. RoberlThielcr, Robert S. Young and Orrin H. Pilkcy, Jr. (rcccivcd April 23,1992), in this issueofshore& Beach 
Paper entitled "Boundary Conditions and Long-term Shoreline Change Rates for thc Southern Virginia Ocean Coastline,"Shore 
&Beach, Vol. 59, No. 4, October 1991, p. 8-13. 

T HESE DISCUSSERS DO NOT confine their remarks 
to this paper but use the opportunity to expound upon 
their relatively narrow "gcologisls" position on Coastal 

Zone Management (CZM). Consequently this "closure" will 
necessarily address both the points raised about the paper and 
two fundamental paradigms of CZM that presenlly exist. The 
barrier beach migration paradigm, thc wetlands value para- 
digm, and their conflict are discussed indetail in ~ a s c o " ~  (1990 
a, b). The latterpaper has been submitted to SHORE & BEACH 
for publication consideration in a future issue. We only prcsent 
herein the briefest possible summary of a new, integrated, 
island-bay publicpolicy that will require an expanded, elevated 
and shifted (new paradigm) view of the coastal zone in the 21' 
cenlury. 

1.0 BARIUEK BEACH MIGRATION 1'AIMI)ICM 
Barrier beaches are nature's mechanism for protecting 

the bays, lagoons, and estuaries I l l a t  lie behind them. Thc 
rcduccd wavc cncrgy cnvironmcnl pcrmils tllc rclcnlion of 
cohesive scdimcnls and grasses lo suwivc in lllc lidi~l 111ilrsl1 

areas. Since the 1950's, coastal geologists have done an out- 
standingjob of explaining the migrating nature of barrier beach 
systems. These educalional efforts have influenced public 
policy regarding development on migrating barrier islands. In 
short, the beach migration paradigm says: 

Let the barriers migrate landward. All efforts to stabilize 
migration are "economically unsound" in the long run when 
only the value of properly built on the barrier is considered. The 
government should not subsidize an "economically unsound" 
policy. 

Two mechanisms for landward migration have been put 
forward: namely (1) rollover due to washover events during 
storms; and (2) thecreationofnew tidalinletsandsand trapping 
in the tidal deltas. Leatherman7, (1988) has concluded: 

"Overwash is not the dominant process by which most 
barriers move landward since the amount of sediment trans- 
ported by this means is too small. Inlet formation, when tidal 
currents cut a channel below sea level, moves Car greater 
quantilies of sediment into a lagoon over the long term and is the 
major process for barrier migration"(p.63). 

The first road built on a migrating barrier island becomes 
a fixed reference line to measure shoreline movements. Barriers 
migrating landward (transgression) create rcccssional shorc- 
line movements. Simply put, the dislance from the shoreline lo 
the reference line (e.g. road centerline) decreases each year. 
Efforts to maintain the road at its fixed position result in 
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shrinking beach widths when the road gets close enough to the 
shoreline. Is the road ". . . increasing erosionand destroying the 
hc;1cl1'?" 

The prcscncc of the road permits easy access by car, 
devclopmenl for commercial, residential and recreational use 
and when ccononiical, seawall conslruclion to protect upland 
resources including public facilities. 7'hc dislancc Srom Ihe 
shoreline to the seawall (new refercnce line) continues to 
decrease each year. Is the ". . . scawall increasing erosion and 
destroyi ng the beach?" 

Some coastlines are receding at excessive rates at some 
locations due to orfshore boundary conditions causing wave 
energy focusing and excessive erosional stress. Nodal points 
for excess scdimcnt lransport on barrier syslcms are Ihe natural 
locations for new tidal inlet formation during major storm 
events. 

If llie beaches are moving, where are they going? 

2.0 W1Sl'lANI)S VA1,UIS I'AIWI)I(;M 
As slillctl ilbOvc, bilrricr k;lchcs ilrc nature's mechanism 

lor protecling llic bays, lagoons and estuaries that lie behind 
them. The estuary, bays, lagoons, etc. and lheir adjacent "wet- 
lands" are nalure's breeding grounds for much of coastal 
marine life as we presently know it. The ecological productivity 
of the estuarine coastal zone is the highest of all land masses on 
the planet earth. Since the 19503, coastal marine biologists and 
ecologists have also done an excellent job of explaining the 
dominanl role that estuaries play in the coastal ecosystem. 
These education efforls have influenced public policy so that 
the wetlands value paradigm says in short: 

America's wetlands are diminishing. Alterations must be 
monitored and any losses mitigated to conserve existing wet- 
lands. The government is opposed to all destruction of coastal 
marshes. 

3.0 ESTUARINIQMARSII AREA LOSSES DUE TO 
BARRIER MIGRATION 

Basco4 (1 990 b) reviews four locations where the above 
staled paradigms and resulting public policies toward coastal 
zone rnanagcnlent are in direct conflict. The barrier islands are 
moving landward primarily as a result of new tidal inlet forma- 
lionand this has resulted in theshrinkage of the bay surfacearea 
I~ehintl the island with subsequent loss olcoastal wetlands. The 
net result is that one public policy loward managing barrier 
islands is negatively impacting another public policy toward 
preserving wetlands. 



As one example, consider Sinepuxent Bay behind 
Assateague Island, Maryland. Since 1850, approximately 925 
acres (1.44sq.mi.) ofsurface bay area has been lost due to island 
migration. This amounts to almost 25 percent of the 1850's 
surface area in about 140 years. Further details are presented in 
Basco4 (1990 b) including discussion of the potential for a new 
tidal inlet cutting at Sandbridge, Virginia and the resulting 
drastic impact on the fresh water ecology of Back Bay behind 
the "sand bridge". 

4.0 THE NEED FOR A PARADIGM SIIIFT IN CZM 
When viewing barrier beach coasts and formulating 

public policy regarding our coastal resources, wc ncctl to 
consider borh the barrier island and the esluarine-bay-lagoon 
system behind the island as an integrated whole. The key 
assumption implied in our present day policies is that wherever 
barrier islands are migrating landward (transgression) due to 
e.g., sea level rise, or new tidal inlet formation, the mainland 
shoreline migrates at the same rate to maintain a constant 
surface area in the bay. Therefore, migraling barrier islands will 
not be the cause Tor further reduction of estuarine habitat. Our 
limited evidence as presented in Basco4 (1990 b) shows this 
assumption to be incorrect. The mainland coastline remains 
relatively fixed resulting in a loss of estuarine-bay-lagoon 
surface area. A national assessment effort is needed to put the 
relative loss in perspective. 

We need to base public policy'on a higher level (shifted) 
paradigm that embraces both the revelations of coastal geologi- 
cal and coastal biological/ecological sciences. We need to 
consider both: 

(1) the economic value of nature's ecosystem behind 
barrier islands, and 

(2) the economic value of human artifacts on barrier 
islands, 

when making decisions regarding the stabilization of a 
migrating barrier beach. The government should subsidize 
policies that are shown to be economically sound when all the 
economic benefits are included and it is in the national interest. 
Benefits to humans regarding flood damage reduction and 
beach recreation and benefits to nature via the saving of the 
most biologically productive marine areas on earth in the 
estuaries, bays and lagoons behindbarriers must be considered. 

Coastal zone planners and managers need to keep an open 
mind regarding the stabilization of migrating barrier beaches. 
All options should be evaluated including the "hardfacing" 
option. The relatively narrow view spurred by the barrier beach 
migration paradigm must be expanded, elevated and shifted to 
a new paradigm for public policy decisions that includes the 
total value of what's behind as well as what's on moving barrier 
islands in the coastal zone. 

5.0 RESPONSE TO DISCUSSII=IG STATEMENTS 
The above is provided as an attempt to put bolh the discussers 

cornrnenb and the writers interpretation of these comments in perspcc- 
tive. We will address the "points" raised in the order presented. 

5.1 Drawing the Line 
The writer took i t  as common knowledge that shoreline 

recession toward a fixed reference line (highway, seawall, etc.) 
will eventually result in narrowing of the visible portion of the 
beach. Space linlitations sometimes prevent restatement of the 
obvious. Earlier references state this fact explicitedly (see, e.g. 
Basco, 1987; Basco, 1989; Basco 1990 a, b ) l ~ % ~ * ~ .  The writer 
suggests therefore that the roadway (which was built first) be 
given proper credit in all future statements regarding beach 
narrowing by fixed reference lines. For after all, the roadway 
provides access for the majority of people to enjoy "recre- 
alional" beaches. 

7'hc discussers cite hssalcague Island, Maryland as an 
cx;rmplc of tlic "b;irricr beach migration paradigm" and the 
coastal geology pcrspcctive. An expanded perspective is needed 
that includes Sinepuxent Bay as discussed above. Missing is 
input from the coastal marine biology/ecology community and 
the "wetlands value paradigm". 

The discussers quote from Tait and Griggs9 (1990) but 
say nothing of the key part oS this quote ". . . and this process 
cannot be mi ligated . . ."The Corps of Engineers has studied the 
economic benefits of a beach renourishment project at 
Sandbridge (Norfolk D.O., 1992)"nd concluded that a favor- 
able bencfit/cost ratio exists to expend federal funds for renour- 
ishment. Virginia is relatively starved for ocean public beach 
compared to its neighbor North Carolina. The additional 4.6 
miles at Sandbridge beach (presently not legally a public beach, 
see below) represents a 60 percent increase in oceanfront public 
beach owned by the City or Virginia Beach. 

5.2 Implicit Assumptions 
The paper discusses boundary conditions and shoreline 

change rates, not rccreational beach width. How can one answer 
a point raised by discussers who make their own assumptions 
about what is "implicitly assumed" by the writer? 

5.3 c~ncl 5.4 Wave Energy Correlation 
Along the southern Virginia ocean coastline from Cape 

Henry to the North Carolina border, the "other factors" such as 
ga in  size and underlying geology are relatively constant. 
Borings made at the northern, tourist beach and at Sandbridge 
beach reveal a discontinuous clay layer or varying thickness 
and clcpll~s beneath the surface. At Sandbridge it extends from 
-I0 f't (NGVD) atid is about 15 ft thick. Sandy material lies 
above and below this clay laycr. 'The paper concludes that 
offshore bathy me try rocuses wave energy at Sandbridge and 
then nlakes a correlation with the excessive shoreline recession 
rate at Sandbridge. On p.11 o l  the paper it is staled that 
Sandbridge is a nodal point for net sediment transport. It was 
assumed that most readers would know this implies a primary 
source for sediment. Researchers at the Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science (Wright et a]., 1987)1° also correlate wave 
energy focusing wi th recession rates at Sand bridge beach. 

This study is not about all the "sandy beaches worldwide" 
but about cause-effec t relations at one location. No generaliza- 
tion statcmenls arc made by the writer - only by the discussers. 
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Fig. 1 Annual beach maintenance volumes, city of Virginia Beach 
(source: Virglnla Beach Erosion Commlsdon). 

5.5 Beach Nourishment Volumes in Perspective 
Truck haul and Rudee Inlet sand bypassing have added 

varying quantities of beachsand replenishment each year at the 
"tourist beach" from Rudee Inlet north to 45" street. Fig. 1 (this 
closure) shows the actual amounts from UK: ycarly rcpm of the 
Virginia Beach Erosion Cornmission The average amount per year is 

about 270,000 cy. This is considered annual beach "maintenance". 
Sand added to the beach berm becomes distributed across 

the beach profile out to "closure" depth due to natural pro- 
ccsscs. From long term profile measurements at Duck*, N.C., 
BirkcmeieP (1984) displayed the "envelope7' of beach profile 
variation shown here as Fig. 2. The volume of"active" sand in 
thc prol'ilc is assumed to bc one-half thc total envelope volun~c 
(envelope area per unit width). 

How much sand is 1O.G millioncy spread out over 16,000 
ft (3 mi.) beach length and 1400 ft of beach profile (closure 
depth of -25 ft, NGVD) over about a 35 year period? Fig. 3 
at tempts to put this beach renourishment volume in perspective. 
It shows the annual "distributed" maintenance volume relative 
to the total, active sand volume in the system. As stated in the 
paper, the average beach renourishment volume is only about 5 
percent .of the total active sand volume (p.11). We therefore 
disagree with the discussers st&ement that this is ". . . a very 
large beach replenishment effort." 

The addition of 270,000 cy (average) of sand as annual 
beach "maintenance" is analogous to annual highway and street 
repair "maintenance" for the roadways needed to drive to the 
beach. At the five percent level, it is analogous to repairing 
"potholes" in the street. 

L 
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Fig. 2 Envelope of beach profiles at Duck, N.C. (From Bfrkemeier, 1984, Ref. 6) 
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O ~ u c k ,  N.C. is 65 miles south of Virginia Beach and experiences a similar wave climate. 



Fig. 3 Annual beach nourishment volumes relative to the total 
sand volume 

5.6 Less Confusion and Less IIeat 
If you walk on the beach at Sandbridge, Virginia you are 

trespassing. The deeded property of each oceanfront lot extends 
seaward beyond the MLW line so that legally it is a private 
beach. But it has always been a "defacto" public beach in that 
the individual lot owners have never discouraged the general 
public from using the beach. A perpetual easement agreement 
between the City and the homeowners is almost completed 
which will make Sandbridge a "legal" public beach and eligible 
for expenditures of public funds (city, state, federal) for beach 
renourishment. 

The seawalls constructed on private property a1 
homeowners expense have saved millions of dollars of property 
damage during two recent severe northeaster storm events 

i I 
AN I N E G E D  R E R  S A N D  , 1 

1 ESTUARINE BAY PUOI.IC POLICY 
THE NEW SHIFTED PARADIGM 

SOME EXAMPLES-LOWER LEVEL POLICIES 
RESULTING FROM EARLIER PATIADIGMS COLLIDE 

2.0 WOLlC POLICY 
BARRIER MIGflATION 

PARADIGM 

COASTAL 
GEOMORPHMOGY 

1950's 

4 0 PUOL IC POL ICY 
WETLANDS VALIJE I PARADIGM I I 

PREVIOUS CENTURIES NAVIGATION POLICIES GOVERN 

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of htstoricai trends in U.S. policies 
toward Coastal Zone Management (from Basco, 1990b, Ref. 4). 

(Norfolk, D.O., I 'm, Basco, et al., 
?he City of V i a  Beach provides wooden stairways a1 all 

. public a m s  palhs to the beach that cmss seawalls. m e  4.6 mile 
Sandbridge scction has over 45 public beach access palhs. Winter 
stoms damage h e  stairways. They are replaceti and maintained a c h  

summer season by the City. 
The writer ofthis paper has made a concerted effort to call 

all shoreline movcmcnts in the landward direction"rccession" 
and not "erosion". A line or point representing the "shoreline" 
has no volume and the word "erosion" connotates a volume 
loss. A careful review of the paper shows "erosion rate" used 
twice @.I), second paragraph, lcfl column and in the conclu- 
sions). The discussers used the word "erosion"sir times in their 
original discussion (modified to "retreat" in their final version) 
in which they call for researchers to ". . . stop using the term 
'erosion' . . .". 

The writer of this closure has also made a concerted effort 
to avoid usinga rhetoricstyle with words such as "fundamental 
flaws," "ignores," "the impropriety of," "fails to recognize," 
ctc. as employed by the discussers. There is more than one way 
lo vicw the world. Fig. 4 is a schematic representalion of 
historical lrcnds in U.S. policies loward coastal zone manage- 
mcnl. II  sumniarizcs what is prescnled above and can bc 
considered as an expanded, elevated view of the world that 
considers both barrier beaches and what's behind them. 

The reader is ultimately the judge as to who is providing 
"less confusion and less heat" - the writer or the discussers. 

6.0 SUMMARY 
The next time the phrase "the beaches are moving"is read 

or heard by the reader, serious concerns should be raised about 
"where is i t  going" and the value of the lost wetlands area 
behind. 
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Boundary Conditions and Long-Term Shoreline Change flv 4p 

Rates for the Southern Virginia Ocean Coastline 

BY 
David R. Basco* 

ABSTRACT 

T HIS ARTICLE EXAMINES the relationship between 
the offshore bathymetry, resulting wave climates, 
shore boundary conditions (i.e.,seawalledversus dunel 

beach sections) and the shoreline response as represented by 
long-term shoreline change rates over 126 years for the south- 
ern' Virginia ocean coastline in the United States. Along the 
tourist area of the City of Virginia Beach, the data supports the 
conclusion that a seawall's presence for over 50 years has 
produced no significant increase in the recession rate. The 
highest recession rate (3mIyr) occurs at the Sandbridge sector 
further south. Some environmentalists now claim that the 
beach width is narrowing at Sandbridge as a result of recent 
seawall construction. This allegation completely ignores the 
root cause of the problem which is shown in this paper to be the 
steep offshore bathymetry and high wave energy in this region. 
If we neglect the offshore boundary conditions when making 
field studies of "hardfacing" versus dunebeach sections, we 
can reach completely erroneous results. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Coastlines are either stable, accreting or receding when viewed 
on a long term basis relative to some fixed reference. For 
example, the City of Virginia Beachalong the southern Virginia 
ocean coastline (Fig. 1) exhibits all three shoreline trends as 
described in detail below. There are numerous reasons for 
coastline recession, both natural and human-induced. Some 
form of shore protection measure is often undertaken when the 
shoreline recession threatens permanent resources (roads, 
bridges, buildings, etc.) and if the benefits exceed the costs over 
the design life of the project. 

Three engineering options exists for shore protecticn: 
(1)natural defenses including strengthening dunes and beach 
renourishment; (2)sand trapping systems to widenbeaches; and 
(3)coastal armoring; combinations are also possible. Coastal 
armoring includes seawalls, bulkheads and revetments, and all 
such coastal armoring structures will be herein referred to as 
"seawalls" or the "hardfacing" option. Seawalls are usually 

Fig. 1 Locatlom Map of the Study Region (Adapted f om Wright el 
id., 1 9 8 7 ) ' O  

constructed along developed shorelines experiencing a reces- 
sional trend and subject to storm-induced water level rise with 
accompanying wave energy. Inmany cases, recreational beaches 
are also present. 

The degree to which a seawall affects the adjacent beach is the 
focus of much recent attentions. Various allegations on the 
adverse effects of seawalls on beaches have been made and 
claimed as common knowledge (without reference). State- 
ments suchas "...theseawalls destroyed the beach"; "...bulkheads 
stir up wave action and increase erosion"; "...costly seawalls 
and jetties actually increase erosion"; "...bulkheading (does) 
more damage thanitpreventsm; "...bulkheads hasten the erosion 
of surrounding beaches"; etc. have been attributed to "coastal 
scientists". The most sweeping allegationof all is the claim that 
"...seawalls actually increase erosion and destroy the beachm7. 

- - - - - - - - - 

'Professor of Civil Engineering and Diredor of the Coastal Engineering Institute, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529 
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'hese allegations stem from an emphasis on the land boundary 
conditions (i.e., "hardfacing" -vs- dunebeach "soft7' bound- 
aries) and consequently the almost total neglect of the offshore 
and other boundary conditions when discussing shoreline 
change. 

In this paper, we examine the relationship between the ofhhore 
bathymetry, nearshore wave climate, type of landward bound- 
ary, and shoreline response as represented by long-term shore- 
line change rates based on 126 years of survey records for the 
southern Virginia ocean coastline. Shoreline change rate data 
both before and after seawall construction are differentiated to 
determine if there is a discernable increase in long-term erosion 
rate in front of the seawalls. Shorter term variability and 
changes measured immediately after storms are also of concern 
but are not considered in this paper. 

2.0 BOUNDARY CONDITION AT VIRGINIA BEACH, 
VIRGINIA 

21 Offshore Boundary Conditions 

The southern Virginia ocean coastline (Fig. 2) is all within the 
political jurisdiction of the City of virgi$a Beach. It extends 
over 26 miles from Cape Henry at the north on the lower edge 

C H E W M E  BAY 

5 10 

KILOUETERS 
ISXATHS IN Mmm 

Seawall - boardwalk 
along 2.8 mile section of 
tWriSt beach SiW 19W 

Seawalk bin  since 
1978nowamfover50K 
of 4.5 mile Sandbridge sector 

Fig. 2 Coastal Arm and Balhymary of the Study Region. 
(adapted from Wrlght et d., 1987)10 

of the entrance to the Chesapeake Bay to the border of Virginia 
and North Carolina (latitude 36' 33'). 

211 Bathv- A three-dimensional, perspective plot of the 
nearshore bathymetry for over 6000111 seaward to depths be- 
yond -15m (MSL) is presented as Fig. 3. The ofhhore bathym- 
etry is irregular. Arelatively broad, flat region is found adjacent 
to the tourist part of the City (label Virginia Beach) resulting in 
the -10m contour almost 4000m seaward. This -10m depth 
contour gradually moves closer to shore as the beach profile 
steepens M h e r  south. At the section labeled Sandbridge (a 
subdivision of the City) the profile is the steepest with -10m 
being found only about 1200m offkhore. Continuing further 
south, the profile again fattens and a large, permanent offshore 

Fig. 3 The Study Region Bathymetry in 3-D Perspedive a d  Spllt 
into a Northern (A) and Southern (B) Sector (adapted from Wright 
et d, 1987)1° 
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tar feature k3 found at False Cape. Putting sections A & B 
%ether reveals the continued variability in nearshore bathym- 
try along the study region. 

'he -10m depth is approximately the "closure depth" for the 
xisting wave climate and sand grain size in this area. Beach 
rofiles in the northern end (e.g. Section 290) are flatter and 
lose at Sandbridge (e.g, Section 220) are steeper than the 
quilibrium shape for the npresentative sand grain size. Tidal 
unents through the entrance to Chesapeake Bay are an impor- 
mt factor in shaping local bathymetry as is the existing wave 
limate and its interaction with the tidal currents. 

moving toward the shoreline from the northeast, east and 
southeasterly directions. The RCPWAVE code3 was modified 
to include bottom friction, if desired Fig. 4 is one examplelo 
for a deep water wave height of 2.1m and 8 sec period from the 
northeast and shows the three-dimensional perspective plot of 
wave height variation everywhere in the computational domain 
(60 x 160 grid with k=100m offkhore and Ay=250m along- 
shore). The trends along the beach for breaking wave height 
vary considerably (Fig. 5) but generally show Hbin~rai~ing along 
the Sandbridge sector relative to the northern and southern 
sectors. These results are with no bottom friction in the model. 

Wright et al,lo considered the possibility for 55 different wave 
217. Wave The figures above are adapted climate combinations (deepwater height, period, dominant 
from a recent report by the v i r g ~ a  Institute 0fMarine Sciencelo direction) as measured in 1982 in deepwater at the Corps of 
in which a was used to Ocean waves Engineers, Field Research Facility some 65 miles south of 

I Virginia Beach. The computer model was run for these 55 
cases, breaking wave height variations calculate along the 
coastline and then averaged together on a weighted basis using 
the relative time percentage of occurrence as the weighing 
function. The overall weighted average breaking wave height 
calculated for the entire study region was 0.58m in 1982. The 
relative variation of breaking wave height along the shoreline 
from north (top) to south (bottom) when compared with the 
overall average is plotted in Fig. 6. These trends in breaker wave I height are consistent with the variation in bathymetry. Higher 
wave energy at Sandbridge is expected because the deeper, 
omhore contours are closer to shore at Sandbridge. 

I 2 2  Landward Boundary Conditions 

The landward side of the shoreline consists of a sandy beach 
with natural and artificially created dunes, a small, stabilized 
tidal inlet and seawalls (with boardwalk) along some regions. 

2.21 Seawalled Sections. Seawalls are found in two areas of 
Virginia Beach as shown in Fig. 2. Along the northern, tourist1 
resort beach, a seawall/boardwalk structure exists as illustrated 
in the Corps' Shore Protection Manual (1984, Vol II, p6-'7)8 
between Rudee Inlet and 49th Street. Private property seawalls 
further north extend the length of seawalled beach to about 2.8 
miles. Some type of "hardfacing" structure with boardwalk has 
existed in this location since the 1930's or even earlier. * Over 
3 million people use this beach area during the three primary 
summer months of the tourist season. 

Further south at Sandbridge, seawall construction began in 
1978 to protect private property of individual lot owners as 
year-around residents or renters. Construction has accelerated 
in recent years so that presently, over 50 percent of the 4.5 mile 
stretch has vertical, sheet-pile (steel, timber, concrete) bulk- 
head protection. 

-Ig. 4 Spatial Wave Height Variations for the Study Region As 
3redicted by the RCPWAVE Computer Code With No Bottom 
Zricaon. m e  Wave Condidons fw a Typical Nor(hBBSfer * h  1887 phot~gnpb of th PlklC€SS h n e  Hot4 at the h c h  l0cation 
adapted from Wright et al., 1 987)1° showed an extensive length of vertical pile seawall about 5-dt in elevation above 

the beach face. 
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222 Rudee M e t  An extremely small water body (Lakes' Fig. 6 Weighted Average Hb Varidon for 1982. 

Rudee and Wesley) is open to the Atlantic Ocean through 
Rudee Inlet which was fixed in position by two, very short, rock 
jetties in 1953. Inlet bypassing from south to north and channel 
maintenance by fixed and floating dredging plant (hydraulic 
cutterhead and jet-pump systems) occurs each year averaging 
about 100,000cyperyear. The short lengthof the jetties permits 
natural inlet bypassing in both directions and results in an 
accretional beach for less than 500 ft on both sides of the inlet. 
Consequently, these natural and artificial sand transport sys- 
tems and the small scale-of the tidal flows and jetties produce 
only local, minor changes along the landward boundary at this 
location. 

&23 Beach Reno-ea. Since 1951, Over 10.6 million cy 
of sandy material (including Rudee Inlet bypassing) has been 
deposited on the resort s l ip north of Rudee Inlet to about 45th 
street. The average amount per year (0.27 M cy) is about 5 
percent of the total active sand volume (envelope between 
erosional and accretioned profiles out to the closure depth) in 
this region. Net sediment transport to the northhas changed the 
shoreline position in this region over the last 40 years as 
discussed below. Most reFerences consider Sandbridge a nodal 
point for net sediment transport direction. 

3.0 SHORELINE MOVEMENTS 

and resulting cartographic information has been used by Everts 
et al., 19834 to calculate the long-termaverage shoreline change 
rates in m/yr for 126 years of data as shown in Rg. 7. The 
vertical scale (latitude) coincides with the shoreline location 
with Cape Henry at the top and the VirginiaNC border at the 
bottom. Accretion is to the right of zero and recession rates arc 
shown to the left of zero (stable shoreline position) on the 
horizontal axis. 

LATITWE 

L E E u  ~ s -  C4PE HENRY - AWUI 11)51)m 
MOUT 1015 - A W T  1015 TO 
lsw 

-a -2 1 0 1 2 

AVERAGE 0 0 R E U N C  QUNGC RATEL -I 

3.1 Long-Tern Average Shoreline Change Rates 
Ag. 7 Shoreline Chrnge Rates (From Everts et al., 1983)' 

m u h i c  Information. Federal government surveys 
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Fig. 8 Compositeof Shoreline Change Raies(lett), Bathymetry(center) and Breaking Wave Heights (right) and Their Variation Along the 
Smile Atlantic Ocean Coaslline of lhe City of Wrginia Beach, Vlrginia 

cartographic and aerial photographic rates. 
For a 67 year period between 1858-1925, the solid line reveals 
some accretion in the far north, a slightly receding shoreline 3.2 Short Term and Storm Effects 
along the tourist beach to Rudee Inlet, considerably recession 
exceeding3m/~ratSandbridgeandthenthereversetrendswith The results above are for average shoreline movement over 
considerable axretion (2m/yr) further south at False a p e  and very long time intervals. Shorter term "average" variability, 
beyond the border. seasonal changes and those occurring immediately after storms 

are also of concern. A study has recently begun at Sandbridge 
For the next 55 year averaging period (1925-1980) as shown by with the goal to investigate shorter term and stom related 
the dashed line, the trends are very similar or less extreme in all effects of seawalls and beachesl. 
locations. Further refinement by Everts et al., 1983 forthe north 
end above Rudee Inlet using 10-15 years averaging intervals 40 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND S H O R ~ N E  
between 1925-1980 reveals increasing accretional rates with RESPONSE 
time and reflects the last 40 years of beach renourishment with 
net northerly drift. 4.1 Virginia Beach, Virginia 

3.12 Aerial Photoeraphs, Dolanzused historical aerial photo- 
graphs between 1937 and 1984 (47 years) to determine long- 
term average change rates along this same coastline. These 
results are shownas the fine dotted line inFig. 8 (left side). The 
overall patterns are generally similar. Additional accretional 
reaches below Rudee Inlet and above Sandbridge may be due to 
some southerly movement of renourishment materials since 
1952. The location and magnitude of the highest recessional 
rates at Sandbridge are confirmed by these results. The greatest 
differences in change rates between the mapped and photo- 
graphically deduced data are found in the False Cape region. 
No explanation is offered for these differences between the 

Fig. 8 compares the (i )variability of offshore bathymetry and 
seawall locations (center) (i. )the variability in breaking wave . 

height (far right) and the (iii )variability of long-term shoreline 
change rates (far left) on the same vertical scale. We must 
consider both the ofihore and the landward boundary condi- 
tions when discussing shoreline change. For Virginia Beach, 
Virginia there exists a strong causeeffect relationship between 
offshore bathymelry (ic, profile steepness), breaking wave 
height variation, and long-term shoreline response. For the 
tourist section above Rudee Inlet, a comparison of pre-seawall 
recession rates (67 years, 1858-1925) and post-seawall reces- 
sion rates (55 years, 1925-1980) allows us the opportunity to 
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'tentatively conclude that a seawall/boardwalk for over 50 years 
has produced no significartt change in long term shoreline trends. 
This conclusion admits some shorter term variably in the data, 
accuracy of rate estimates and beach renourishment. 

At Sandbridge, seawalls have only existed for a relatively short 
time period. About WO of the total coverage (2.3 miles) had 
been constructed since 1986. One thing is clear, however. 
Seawalls are not responsible for over 130 years of steady 
shoreline recessionof about 3m/yr. To argue now that the beach 
width is narrowing at Sandbridge as a result of the recent 
acceleration of seawall construction is to completely ignore the 
root cause of the problem. 

4.2 General 

Attempts to develop generalized boundary conditions (Fig. 9) 
landward, seaward and along the bottom that influence shore- 
line position and adjacent subaerial beach response are under- 
way. Weggel has suggested a classification system9 involving 
six seawall "types" which depend on the location of the seawall 

olfshon boundary 
condition 
J 

A 

Isn6ward boundacy 
condillon 

(a) PLAN VIEW 

oftshore boundacy 

landward boundary 

(b) SECTION &A 

Fig. 9 Schematic (a)Plan View and @)Section A-A of boundary 
conditions and shoreline change. 

with respect to the shoreline. During storm surge events on 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

No discernable increase in long-term average shoreline change 
rate has occurred over a 28 mile stretch of Virginia Beach when 
considering data prior to seawall construction (1858-1925) and 
in subsequent years (1925-1984) when seawalls have existeq. 
The long-term average change rate in this tourist/resort strip 
area of the city is about 0.4m/yr recession. 

At Sandbridge, fourteen miles south, the 126 year data average 
(all sources) is about 3m/yr recession. This is attributed to 
offshore boundary conditions producing an excess erosional 
stress and a nodal point for sediment transport at this location. 
Recent seawall construction at Sandbridge (since 1978) pro- 
vides a new reference line to measure shrinking distances from 
the shoreline to the seawall. The presence of the seawall is not 
responsible 
for a long-term average change rate of -3m/yr. Only long-term 
data at this location will provide the necessary evidence to 
determine if the walls create a recession rate exceeding -3m/yr. 
Little is known about the proper averaging time necessary to 
remove short-term variability from the long-term trend. 

If we neglect the offshore boundary conditions when making 
field studies of "hardfacing" sections of coastlines versus "soft" 
sections and erosion rates, we can reach completely misleading 
results. As a positive first step toward understanding how 
seawalls and beaches interact, the science and coastal engineer- 
ing community must insist upon more complete documentation 
of field studies when reported in the literature and at conference 
proceedings. 
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